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It is very rewarding to see our aspirations materialise through 
program growth with Aboriginal and Culturally and Linguistically 
Diverse (CaLD) communities. On behalf of CAN, I would like to 
express our deepest thanks to the multi-year support provided 
by our strategic partners, namely: WA Department of Local 
Government, Sport and Cultural Industries; Lotterywest; The 
Australian Department of Communications and the Arts; and the 
Australia Council for the Arts.

Turning this support into meaningful stories and creative 
outcomes is only possible through CAN’s incredible network of 
individuals, communities, artists, organisations and sector peers 
– all connected by a deep sense of values, love of art and 
positive community impact.

2018 was a pivotal year for CAN in establishing the organisation 
as a key partner and enabler in the future of cultural and 
community development with the year’s highlights including:

• Joining with Noongar families in honouring their inspiring 
women at Yagan Square for NAIDOC’s Because of her, 
we can;

• Meeting the songwriters who created their own lullabies for 
the album Kwobidak Maawit;

• Gratefully receiving a substantial Lotterywest grant from 
David Templeman - Minister for Local Government; Heritage; 
Culture and the Arts to deliver new programs with CaLD 
communities; and

• Celebrating the 70th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights with excited young participants from our 
workshops.

We are inspired by the growth in collaboration and 
engagement across the sector and beyond. The CAN team has 
grown significantly over the past 18 months and their combined 
effort and talent continues to impress. As does the leadership 
capability of CAN’s General Managers – Monica Kane and 

June Moorhouse, who in leading by example embody the spirit 
of collaboration, creativity and community.

I would like to thank the Board who have given their time and 
expertise over the year – Roslyn Elmes, Rebecca Ball, Lorraine 
Keane, Freda Ogilvie, Sally Richardson and Yirga Gelaw 
Woldeyes.

We appreciate the cultural wisdom and continuing input from 
our Aboriginal Advisory Group (AAG) convened by Board 
member Freda Ogilvie. Also crucial has been the input from 
our Diversity Working Group (DWG) in co-designing a sector 
approach toward growing diversity in the arts. Board member 
Dr Yirga Gelaw Woldeyes from the Centre for Human Rights 
Education at Curtin University, brings a wealth of knowledge 
and essential skills to the Board and DWG deliberations.

We were delighted to welcome Lorraine Keane to the Board in 
2018. Lorraine has been a vital addition bringing her financial, 
cultural sector and non-profit acumen to the Treasurer role.

In 2018, we said farewell to Board members Scott Bywaters 
and Gloria Zhang. Our thanks goes to them both for their 
contribution to CAN. I make special mention to Scott as the 
former Treasurer for his extensive support in helping shape 
CAN’s governance and financial agenda. Both Scott and Gloria 
saw the organisation through a period of significant change 
and provided critical continuity and expertise. All at CAN wish 
them well.

As our plans and impact evolve, CAN moves forward knowing 
our foundations are strong and our future is bright – due to the 
work outlined in this Annual Report and the contributions by 
people to this network for over 30 years.

Adam Marr 
Chair

FROM THE

CHAIR

I would like to acknowledge that CAN is based 

on Noongar Country and pay our deepest respect 

to Elders past, present and emerging. We fully 

appreciate how important it is for our collective and 

sustainable well-being to learn, embrace and share 

Aboriginal culture and move forward together in a 

diverse and rapidly changing society.
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We are proud to present the 2018 Annual Report which provides 
a snapshot of this year in the life of CAN. And what a year it 
was! The Place Names program in Albany (Wagyl Kaip region) 
resulted in the wonderful documentary, Noongar Boodja, filmed 
by young people and premiered to a standing-room only crowd 
at the Albany Entertainment Centre. Earlier, we partnered with 
the Vancouver Arts Centre to present Moodich Yorgas Yudarn 
Yarns which inspired nearly 1000 participants and visitors with 
its community created fibre installation and exhibition.

Meanwhile in Bunbury (Gnaala Karla Booja region), 19 original 
Noongar lullabies emerged from the second year of the 
Lullabies program, presented as the album Kwobidak Maawit 
and accompanying songbook. Again, our partnership with 
SWAMS Kwilenap Maternal and Child Health Centre and the 
Noongar Boodjar Language Centre were central to the success 
of the project.

Clay Boodjar at the York Festival was the culmination of a 
year-long program in a town that is so often associated with 
the colonial era. It revealed stories of Noongar family life on 
the York Reserve and the role of Noongar workers in the rich 
agriculture of the area. The main street pop up exhibition and 
screenings became a vibrant gathering place for story sharing 
and learning.

These are glimpses of some of CAN’s deep continuing work on 
Noongar Boodja and we were thrilled that this year’s NAIDOC 
theme Because of her, we can brought together women and 
families we have worked with across the past decade in 
a photographic tribute on the Yagan Square digital tower. 
This provided a platform for these powerful yorgas’ (women) 
portraits to be broadcast to audiences of up to 60,000 people 
per day. This honouring of wisdom, resilience and humour 
generated a lot of love and we thank our project partners 
Camera Story and all of the families who responded so keenly 
to that moment.

The early work and research we have been doing to increase 
diversity in the arts in WA, particularly for Culturally and 
Linguistically Diverse (CaLD) communities and artists, took root 
this year with fantastic support from Lotterywest, enabling 
Story Street and Dream Plan Do to get underway. Lotterywest 
Story Street is rolling out in 2019 in Wanneroo, Stirling and 
Canning while Lotterywest Dream Plan Do will provide the 
opportunity for newer cultural and arts groups to be supported 
and mentored through the delivery of their own community arts 
projects. As with all of CAN’s work, this will be about people 
telling their stories, their way and sharing them with audiences 
that they want to reach.

We had an enthusiastic response from CaLD artists, community 
agencies and the arts sector in forming a Diversity Working 
Group to co-design a strategy to open up the pathways for 
diverse arts practitioners, communities and their experiences to 
be more strongly represented in the creative life of WA. This is 
an exciting process that is gaining momentum and aligns with 
increasing calls nationally for a decolonising of the creative 
sector. We are grateful to the Department of Local Government, 
Sport and Cultural Industries for making it possible for CAN to 
contribute its experience to this endeavour.

CAN also honoured the 70th Anniversary of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights through a collaboration with 
the Museum of Freedom and Tolerance that included artistic 
workshops with young people at Edmund Rice Centre WA and 
culminated in a pocket guide of the UDHR through the eyes of 
young people. This pocket guide included acknowledgement 
of this UDHR milestone by June Oscar AO, Dr Anne Aly MP, and 
Rabia Siddique - human rights campaigner, and was also given 
to guests at the Australian Human Rights Awards in Canberra.

The Making Time – Artist Self Care Retreat for community 
arts workers was a rare weekend of reflection and care for 
participants, presented in partnership with Creative Recovery 
Network (CRN) and the next step in CAN’s development of 
support for community arts and cultural development workers. 
CRN are pursuing a number of initiatives at the national level 
and CAN is proud to be piloting this work in WA.

Partnerships have been a big feature of 2018. We have forged 
a number of strong new relationships and consolidated others 
that have meant so much to us over time. It is the only way to 
do business when we want collective, sustainable outcomes 
for the communities and sector in which we work. We do not 
take for granted the willingness of government, arts peers, 
community organisations, academic institutions and businesses 
to understand our vision and get behind it in tangible ways.

At the heart of CAN is its people – the Board, the staff team, 
the artists and the communities. You are all vital to the joy 
and creativity that emanates from CAN. Our flexible working 
practices have attracted a significant crew, many part-timers 
and contract staff, with enormous talent and commitment 
to making a harmonious and productive organisation. We 
appreciate their dedication and effort on a daily basis! The 
outcomes detailed in this Annual Report are testament to their 
care and skill.

We hope you enjoy reading more about the CAN journey in 
2018 and welcome you to share with us in all that lies ahead.

Monica Kane and June Moorhouse 
General Managers
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COMMUNITY + ARTS + NETWORK

Community = we connect deeply with communities to 
create art that builds on strengths, shares stories and inspires 
social change

Arts = we create outstanding art with artists and diverse 
communities that engages and impacts broader audiences

Network = we build sector knowledge, capacity and influence 
through reflective practice, professional development, 
partnerships and national advocacy

CAN’s vision is for a just, diverse and resilient society fuelled 
by imagination and creativity

CAN’s purpose is to grow resilient communities through arts 
and creativity

CAN believes that arts transforms communities. CAN brings artists, 

creatives and diverse communities together to share stories, learn 

from each other and make inspiring art. Through this we have seen 

lives changed and communities strengthened. CAN’s three core 

functions are: to produce inspiring art with diverse communities; 

to build connections and broker opportunities for artists and 

communities; and to build the capacity of artists, communities 

and partners.

ABOUT CAN

OUR VALUES ARE

RESPECT 
We honour the inherent worth of all people, 
cultures and environment

RESILIENCE 
We foster connectedness for strong, thriving 
communities

CREATIVITY 
We create art that inspires the sharing of culture 
and identity

SOCIAL EQUITY 
We believe everyone deserves the opportunity to 
engage, participate and flourish

Right: UDHR 70th Anniversary photography project 2018. Photo Duncan Wright
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Core Staff

June Moorhouse / Monica Kane 
General Managers

Michelle White 
Partnerships & Media Manager

Annette Eassie 
Strategic Operations Manager

Jessica Wraight 
Program Manager / Creative Producer

Brooke Small 
Program Manager / Creative Producer

Zheela Vokes 
Diversity Manager

Jill Brown 
Artist Development Manager

Jane Chambers 
Marketing & Design Manager

Pauline Sikweti 
Accounts

Kate Dart / Lemmy Basten 
Digital Marketing & Admin Coordinator

Contract Staff

Geri Hayden 
Cultural Advisor

Natalie Scholtz 
Project Coordinator

Ashleigh Frost 
Project Coordinator

Vinisha Mulani 
Arts Diversity Strategy

Steven Finch 
Project Coordinator

Sukhjit Kaur Khalsa 
Project Coordinator

Darren Hutchens 
Project Coordinator

Mauricio Rodriguez 
Digital Engagement Project

Pia Smith 
Social Researcher

McCusker Centre 
for Citizenship Interns

Mauricio Rodriguez 
Database Development

Indra Martin 
Marketing Intern

Board

Adam Marr 
Chair

Roslyn Elmes 
Deputy Chair

Scott Bywaters 
Treasurer until May 2018

Lorraine Keane 
Treasurer from May 2018

Gloria Zhang 
Secretary until May 2018

Rebecca Ball 
Secretary from May 2018

Sally Richardson

Freda Ogilivie

Yirga Gelaw Woldeyes 
from July 2018

Left: Geri Hayden and Monica Kane, NAIDOC week 2018. Photo Camera Story
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IMPACT & REACH

In 2018 CAN 
produced and delivered

5 Major Programs

• Rekindling Stories on Country

• Place Names

• Lullabies

• Artist Development 

& Capacity Building

• Diversity in the Arts

15+ Major Presentations & Events

Place Names 
Langford textile map - 
Revealed exhibition & 

community launch

Lotterywest Dream Plan 
Do & Story Street - Minister 

announces funding

OPEN HOUSE: 3rd 
Tamworth Triennial national 
tour featuring Noongar dolls 
from Moora & the Noongar 

and Gomeroi artist doll-
making exchange

Lullabies finalist in 
WAM song of the year

Gravel Pit – 
Our Stories community 

launch in Burekup

Bilya Kep Waangkiny 
Festival of Voice poetry 

performances

Common Ground 
Returns performance

Yagan Square Tower 
screenings: NAIDOC Week, 

UDHR 70th Anniversary, 
Common Ground Returns, 
Djarliny from Burdiya Mob, 

Charrnock Woman, CAN 
music videos, Bilya Kep 

Waanginy poetry

Noongar Boodja 
Place Names documentary 

screening

Moodich Yorgas Yudarn 
Yarns exhibition

Kwobidak Maawit - 
Lullabies album, songbook 

launch and live radio 
broadcast

UDHR 70th Anniversary 
pocket guide & poster 

series, launch & family day

Because of her, 
we can NAIDOC Week 

digital exhibition

Clay Boodjar 
exhibition

Right: CAN Because of her, we can project, NAIDOC week 2018, 

Yagan Square
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46,768
Audience

135
Artists/Artworkers

187
Partners

876
Participants

524
Artworks Created

15+
Key Projects

139
Workshops

2018 AT 
A GLANCE
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CAN produces artistic and 
creative projects that have the 
potential to change people’s lives 
and the communities in which they 
live. In all its work, CAN aims to 
engage communities and partners 
in a process that produces inspiring 
art and a range of community 
development outcomes.

CAN PROGRAMS

Left: Moodich Yorga Yudarn Yarns exhibition launch, Albany 2018. Photo Bob Symons
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This included ongoing face to face meetings by the General 
Managers with many DLGSC-funded arts peer organisations, 
service providers to CaLD communities and selected local 
governments. The aim was to understand current levels 
of engagement with culturally diverse artists, audiences 
and communities, gather ideas and examples of effective 
practice within the sector and discuss matters that limit 
engagement or impede development.

The Office of Multicultural Interests assisted with a survey 
to CaLD groups, seeking information about engagement in 
the arts. CAN also built preliminary relationships directly 
with communities through creative consultation workshops in 
preparation for project work.

The appointment of CAN’s Diversity Manager in the second 
half of the year continued the process of scoping out 
partnerships, strengthening engagement and ensuring 
ongoing feedback and review of CAN’s work in this space.

A Diversity Working Group (DWG) established in August is 
now steering the co-design of a strategy. This is a diverse 
group of arts peer organisations, CaLD artists and arts 
workers, service and local government providers, community 
members and researchers, involved in the CaLD and arts 
sectors in WA. Members bring a range of skills, experiences, 
cross-sector knowledge and a plurality of voices to the 
table, with value placed on lived experience and an active 
commitment to the work.

CAN continued its layered approach to supporting increased 
engagement and representation of Culturally and Linguistically 
Diverse (CaLD) artists and communities in the arts in WA.

One of the main issues highlighted through consultation was 
the need for a common infrastructure which strengthens the 
capacity of, and engagement between, arts and cultural 
organisations and CaLD groups and artists. To address 
this gap CAN is developing a geospatial database as a 
knowledge linking tool, modelled on ARTfinder by Arts 
Access in Victoria and due for launching in 2019.

Underpinning the strategic work and advocacy with arts peer 
organisations, is the project work that CAN is developing 
with CaLD communities, often in partnership with state and 
national peers. In 2018, with Multicultural Arts Victoria, CAN 
delivered Common Ground Returns spoken word poetry 
at The Blue Room Theatre; with Museum of Freedom and 
Tolerance and Edmund Rice Centre WA, we celebrated the 
70th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights; and we continued to develop projects with Diversity 
Arts Australia which will be delivered in WA in 2019.

Lotterywest confirmed its major support of two new programs, 
Lotterywest Story Street and Lotterywest Dream Plan Do, 
ensuring CAN is working directly with CaLD communities.

Supported by: CAN’s Diversity in the Arts program is 
supported by Department of Local Government, Sport and 
Cultural Industries and Lotterywest

Right: UDHR 70th Anniversary photography project 2018. Photo Duncan Wright

Far right: Common Ground Returns showcase 2018. Photo Bernard Marcelo; 

UDHR 70th Anniversary photography project, Yagan Square Tower, 2018. Photo 

Duncan Wright
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COMMON GROUND RETURNS
Spoken word workshops guided by performance artists for 
people from diverse religious and cultural backgrounds, 
presented in partnership with Multicultural Arts Victoria. The 
workshops culminated in a live performance where raw and 
powerful poems were performed by emerging spoken word 
poets at The Blue Room Theatre.

Partners: Multicultural Arts Victoria, The Blue Room Theatre

“It’s about sharing the stories that 

bring us together… not set us apart.”

— Sukhjit Kaur Khalsa

“By working together the project 

has become a celebration 

of our universal humanity, 

and a reminder of hope by 

platforming voices that are too 

often unheard.”

—  Shaheen Hughes, CEO MFTWA

UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
The 70th anniversary of the UDHR was an opportunity to 
commemorate, celebrate and critique this fundamental 
framework of freedom and equality for all humanity. CAN 
partnered with the Museum of Freedom and Tolerance and 
worked with Youth Leaders at Edmund Rice Centre WA to run 
workshops that examined the UDHR, what the rights are, how 
they affect us and what their relevance is to young people. 
With artists, the young people explored how to represent 
the 30 articles of human rights through photography and art, 
transforming the 70 year old document into a contemporary 
creative booklet and poster series. These were brought to 
life through the augmented reality app eVista then screened 
on the Yagan Square Tower across Human Rights Week.

Partners: Museum of Freedom and Tolerance, Edmund Rice 
Centre WA

Supported by: Commissioner for Children and Young People, 
E-vista, Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority, Yagan Square

LOTTERYWEST STORY STREET
This two year program is a series of creative storytelling and 
cultural empowerment projects for and by CaLD communities 
in the Cities of Canning, Stirling and Wanneroo. The program 
will build upon CAN’s previous work with CaLD communities 
and its research into cultural diversity in the arts.

Supported by: Lotterywest in partnership with communities 
and councils from the City of Canning, City of Wanneroo and 
City of Stirling.

LOTTERYWEST DREAM PLAN DO
This is a new community arts mentoring program that aims 
to support arts projects that are bringing CaLD community 
voices to the forefront. Funding was secured for this program 
in 2018, commencing in 2019.

Supported by: Lotterywest

Right: Common Ground Screenings, Yagan Square digital tower, 2018; UDHR 

70th Anniversary photography project 2018. Photo Duncan Wright
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Rekindling Stories on Country is a four year program sharing 
stories from Noongar country through contemporary art projects.

REKINDLING STORIES

ON COUNTRY

Established with Elders and community leaders, the projects develop around 
personal and community narratives to platform creative representations of 
history, culture and place. The creative process focuses on community leadership, 
intergenerational knowledge transfer and arts development. The project outcomes 
engage local audiences, creating space for community dialogue and greater 
awareness of place. CAN’s arts and community partnerships ensure the work 
continues to resonate locally, is shared with wider Western Australian and national 
audiences, and supports longer term artistic pathways for participants.

Supported by: Rekindling Stories on Country is supported through the 
Australia Council for the Arts, and the Department of Local Government, Sport and 
Cultural Industries.

214 Participants

23829 
Audience Reach

21 Partnerships

6 Projects

Right: Because of her, we can, Marilyn Reidy portrait. Photo Camera Story

Far Right: Because of her, we can, Roma & Candy Winmar portrait. Photo Camera Story; Bilya Kep Waangkiny 

Poets, Denmark Festival of Voice, 2018. Photo Jessica Wraight; Rico the Kelpie Farm Dog by Merlene Della 

Jones, 2018. Photo Bo Wong; Audrey Nettle, Jessica Wraight, Merle Narkle Goodwin, Deborah Moody outside 

Clay Boodjar, 2018. Photo Duncan Wright
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CLAY BOODJAR
In clay workshops community members created a diorama of 
figurines representing past and current memories of the York 
Reserve, the river and town. These works were then used in a 
series of stop motion animations of the participants’ stories. 
Collage, language and cultural design workshops were also 
run with Noongar students from the York Senior High School 
who created a series of mixed media collages depicting 
‘York Life’.

In winter, six Ballardong Elders came together over a 
weekend to share personal and family experiences working 
in the Wheatbelt farming industry in the 50s and 60s, whilst 
creating a series of clay objects depicting farm work. These 
art works were documented in The Hands That Worked 
the Land where artist (and daughter of two of the Elders) 
Dianne Jones brought together the participants stories in 
a compelling essay.

The project culminated in a six week pop-up exhibition in the 
main street at the 2018 Act Belong Commit York Festival. With 
local Elders managing the gallery, running storytelling and 
language events, the exhibition Clay Boodjar became a story 
sharing hub for the local community and tourists.

Partners: 2018 Act Belong Commit York Festival, York 
Community Resource Centre, York Senior High School

“This project has given me 

healing; I got to talk about what 

things were like in a good way 

– come through it. [People were] 

listeners as well as talking – they 

learned, hearing the stories”

— Audrey Nettle, Ballardong Elder

BILYA KEP WAANGKINY 
(RIVER WATER STORIES)
Following the 2017 Bilya Kep Waangkiny poetry 
performance series which grew out of CAN’s Northam Poetry 
Project, six poets performed two shows at the Denmark 
Festival of Voice. Directed and accompanied by Heath 
Bergersen on didgeridoo alongside three musicians, the 
poets brought their poems of childhood, country, family, love 
and loss from Ballardong country to a new audience on 
Menang country. Subsequently, five poems were published in 
esteemed journal Westerly 63.2.

Partners: Denmark Festival of Voice, Australia Council for 
the Arts, Westerly

“As a Noongar man from 

Noongar country, seeing the 

poetry show at the Denmark 

Festival of Voice was so inspiring. 

Their words painted pictures for 

me. Seeing the Elders and that 

younger poet perform together 

was so powerful.”

— Eugene Eades, Menang Elder

“Thank you so much for giving us 

the opportunity to showcase our 

beautiful women leaders and 

recognise them with honour as 

they so deserve.”

—  Daughter of portrait participant

BECAUSE OF HER, WE CAN – 
POWERFUL PORTRAITS, INSPIRING STORIES
NAIDOC’s theme Because of her, we can gave CAN an 
opportunity to celebrate First Nation women. Partnering with 
Camera Story, community portrait photography workshops 
were held across metropolitan Perth. Each portrait was 
accompanied by a written tribute. These proud, strong faces 
and tributes to more than 150 Aboriginal women took pride 
of place in the heart of Perth on the Yagan Square Tower 
during NAIDOC week 2018. The portraits were seen by up 
to 60,000 people per day. The project was also prominently 
featured on commercial television and ABC Radio.

Partners: Camera Story, Wesfarmers, Yagan Square, 
Screenwest, Bevin Creative, Australia Council for the Arts

HIGHLIGHTS & OUTCOMES

REKINDLING STORIES ON COUNTRY

Right: Because of her, we can, Jaslyn Jacobs & children portrait. Photo 

Camera Story, Welcome to Balardong (detail) by York Noongar Artists. 

Photo Bo Wong
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Developed in collaboration with Noongar Elders and their families, Place Names 
aims to deepen our sense of identity and connection to place and each other.

Place Names takes Professor Len Collard’s research to community, where the 
research comes together with local knowledge in a series of workshops. Through 
this process, participants identify sites and stories that can be explored creatively 
with professional artists. The artistic outcomes are produced in a variety of forms 
which are celebrated with the wider community.

Supported by: Place Names is funded by the Australian Government’s Indigenous 
Languages and Arts Program and the Australia Council for the Arts, in partnership 
with Principal Partner Moodjar Consultancy and local service providers in 
each community.

Place Names is a five year integrated arts and language program 
that creatively explores the stories behind Noongar place naming 
in South Western Australia, the largest block of Aboriginal place 
names anywhere in Australia.

PLACE NAMES

314 Participants

2855 
Audience Reach

18 Partnerships

5 Projects

Right: Moodich Yorga Yudarn Yarns, Albany 2018. Photo Bob Symons

Far Right: Keenan J Coyne shooting for Noongar Boodja, Albany 2018. Photo Lincoln MacKinnon; 

Moodich Yorga Yudarn Yarns, Albany 2018. Photo Bob Symons
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“Working on this project has 

been the most inspiring and 

exciting experience for me. I have 

never worked on something like 

this before, and was unsure of 

the outcome. The finished product 

absolutely blew my mind.”

—  Linda Carlsson, Place Names 

Whadjuk participant

LANGFORD TEXTILE MAP
In Langford, CAN partnered with Langford Aboriginal 
Association to develop the creative and artistic skills of 
emerging artists, through a series of textiles workshops, 
exploring themes of culture, language, history, identity and 
sense of place. Collectively the group created a beautiful 
artwork which reflected the Noongar stories of the local 
area, in a large tapestry topographic map.

The artwork was showcased at two major local events during 
NAIDOC Week, the City of Gosnells Raise the Flag ceremony 
and the Big Breakfast celebration at the Langford Aboriginal 
Association.

Langford women participants demonstrated the making of 
the tapestry map at the Revealed Aboriginal Arts Market at 
Fremantle Arts Centre in 2018. The finished work will feature 
in the Revealed exhibition in 2019.

Partners: Langford Aboriginal Association

NOONGAR BOODJA
Noongar Boodja is a documentary film made by young 
Aboriginal people from Albany. This stunning cinematic 
story explores with Elders of Wagyl Kaip, significant places 
and the culture behind their Noongar names. The public 
screening received a standing ovation from 700 people and 
since the screening there has been a wave of support for 
dual place naming, which was argued strongly by Elders 
in the film. Deep engagement between Elders and young 
people during the filmmaking process has encouraged 
ongoing connections and further creative projects within 
Albany.

Partners: Follow the Dream - Albany Senior High School, WA 
Museum of the Great Southern, Vancouver Arts Centre

“Noongar language to our culture 

is important, it’s our identity, it 

belongs to us, it’s significant, it’s 

special, and it’s the only one in 

the world. For us to ignore that is 

abandoning our being.”

— Lester Coyne, Menang Elder

MOODICH YORGAS YUDARN YARNS
This progressive textile artwork and exhibition celebrated 
place, language and connection to country. In July 2018, 
community weaving workshops in the gallery space led to 
a large-scale collective artwork by women from across the 
Wagyl Kaip region.

The exhibition featured over 200 significant artworks woven 
from natural fibres in response to place-based stories as 
well as the national NAIDOC Week theme Because of her, 
we can. The work encapsulated Noongar Place Names 
and stories of strong women led by local Elders and also 
included Albany’s multicultural community and their stories. 
269 participants attended the workshops and 670 exhibition 
visitors came over the two weeks, with significant artworks of 
high quality being produced.

Partners: Vancouver Arts Centre, City of Albany

HIGHLIGHTS & OUTCOMES

PLACE NAMES

Below right: Place Names Kinjarling, Albany 2018. Photo Rafael Baro 

Right: Langford Map (Detail), 2018. Photo Natalija Brunovs
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73 Participants

16,657 
Audience Reach

5 Partnerships

1 Project

Lullabies supports cultural revitalisation with opportunities to 
reflect upon and share cultural knowledge, develop creative 
skills and strengthen relationships. Participants are supported 
by professional artists and facilitators to learn the basic 
structures of Noongar, write and record lullabies and hand 
stitch accompanying story dolls.

Supported by: Lullabies is produced by CAN in collaboration 
with Noongar Elders and their families. The project is funded 
through the Australian Government’s Indigenous Languages 
and Arts Program and the Australia Council for the Arts and 
delivered in partnership with local service providers in each 
community.

Lullabies is a five-year music, arts and language 
program specifically designed for Noongar parents, 
babies and grandparents.

LULLABIES

“Having the kids here is the best part. 

Learning the language. My grandson 

wanting to come and learn Noongar 

and Culture. He’s said he wants to 

learn Noongar. He’s six, wanting to 

sing in Noongar. We can bring them 

here and learn language.”

— Phyllis Bennell

Right: Erica Dimer and children at Kwobidak Maawit Lullabies launch, Bunbury 2018. Photo Molly Schmidt

Far right: Bunbury Lullabies participants with hand dyed and stitched dolls, 2018. Photo Brooke Small; Lullabies participants, Bunbury 2018. Photo Molly Schmidt; 
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73 Participants
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Audience Reach
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Proud to write 
songs in Noongar

LULLABIES BUNBURY
Lullabies in Bunbury was developed and delivered in 2018 
in collaboration with Elders and their families with local 
partners South West Aboriginal Medical Service and the 
Noongar Boodjar Language Centre. During the project 19 
songs were written and recorded in Noongar. These songs 
were compiled into a heartfelt album titled Kwobidak 
Maawit: Noongar Lullabies of Bunbury which was produced 
as a CD and distributed online for free download with 
an accompanying songbook for the local community and 
beyond. During the workshops, ten handmade dolls where 
created and exhibited at Bunbury Regional Art Gallery 
during NAIDOC week.

Safe, included 
and empowered (by) 

participating in the project
Happy to reconnect with 

country and culture through 
language and music

More confident from 
developing creative skills

A sense of 
belonging through 
sharing songs with 

family and community

Proud to use Noongar 
in everyday life

Happy to be 
learning Noongar

The album and songbook were launched in November at 
a community celebration at Bunbury Regional Art Gallery, 
sharing for the first time the 19 original Noongar songs, as 
well as the stories behind their creation. The launch was 
broadcast live to the Perth metropolitan area by 100.9fm 
Noongar Radio. CAN has received numerous requests from 
health professionals and educators to use Kwobidak Maawit 
in their programs.

Partners: South West Aboriginal Medical Service and 
Noongar Boodjar Language Centre

HIGHLIGHTS & OUTCOMES

LULLABIES

Lullabies project 
participants said their 

involvement made 
them feel:

“Just the women thinking they 

can do this. Making those dolls, 

where they looked and thought 

‘nah I can’t do that!’ And then 

seeing them with their finished 

product thinking, ‘I did this, I 

made this’… seeing them come 

out of their shell, all the sisters. 

It’s exciting to see that.”

— Jennifer Turner
Above: Recording Lullabies in studio, 2018. Photo Brooke Small 

Left: Jennifer Turner and Marcelle Riley with dolls, Bunbury 2018. Photo Molly Schmidt
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One of CAN’s core functions is to build the capacity of community 
artists and arts workers, the communities with which we work and 
our partners.

Our aim is to advance Community Arts and Cultural Development (CACD) 
practice by developing and sharing innovative approaches to creating art with 
diverse communities.

CAN provides regular opportunities for artists and arts workers to come together 
to learn from each other and to unpack projects, processes and practice.

CAN has partnered with national organisation Creative Recovery Network 
since 2017 which led to the Making Time – Artist Self Care Retreat in 2018. 
Our partnership focuses on raising awareness of the need for self-care to ensure 
sustainable CACD work practice.

Supported by: Creative Recovery Network, Department of Local Government, 
Sport and Cultural Industries

1 Partnership

7 Projects/Events

121 Participants

ARTIST DEVELOPMENT &

CAPACITY BUILDING

Images: Making Time Artist Self Care Retreat, Fairbridge 2018. Photo Susie Blatchford
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HIGHLIGHTS & OUTCOMES

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CAN presented two Fast Art Talks this year. These provide 
a platform for local arts practitioners to network and 
share their experiences as community artists and creative 
producers, building sector connections and sparking 
collaborations.

In October CAN presented to regional arts organisations as 
part of Country Arts WA’s Exchange and hosted a hands-on 
creative engagement singing workshop.

MAKING TIME – ARTIST SELF CARE RETREAT
In August 2018 our partnership with Creative Recovery 
Network led to the presentation of Making Time – Artist Self 
Care Retreat. Throughout the retreat, the 20 participants 
developed self-care strategies to manage stress and support 
their mental health, particularly where they are working 
with communities experiencing trauma. The retreat offered 
practical actions, time for reflection and rare moments of 
care for practitioners.

Partners: Creative Recovery Network

Facilitators & Presenters: Ricky Arnold, Ron Bradfield, 
Erika Jacobson, Scotia Monkivitch, Catherine and Willow 
Francis, Koodah, Sue and Jerome Cornwall, and Professor 
Helen Milroy.

ARTIST DEVELOPMENT & CAPACITY BUILDING

“After twenty years of 

professional practice devoted to 

the arts, I had my first experience 

of the arts industry REALLY caring 

about my wellbeing. This is a 

profound shift.”

— Fiona Sinclair, Artist

100% of participants 
said that they would 

make changes to their 
work practice and self-

care after attending 
the retreat.

Bi-monthly self-care 
online conversation 

sessions implemented 
following retreat.

Participants found that 
the retreat was most 
helpful to develop 

strategies to recognise 
and address stress 

and burnout.

Partnership with Creative 
Recovery Network 

to continue into 2019 
with the delivery of a 

professional supervision 
pilot project.

Images: Making Time Artist Self Care Retreat, 2018. Photo Susie Blatchford
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As the Financial Summary 2013-2018 indicates, CAN has 
taken significant action to address the vulnerable financial 
position evident at 2015. CAN’s turnaround is the result of 
strong and purposeful leadership and governance, improved 
systems and processes and a team of staff, artsworkers and 
artists who are committed to ensuring that the important 
work and outcomes for communities continues well into 
the future. Based on this consolidation, the Board and 
management are confident in maintaining conservative 
growth going forward.

FINANCIALS

CAN’s result in 2018 is based on long standing support 
from state, federal and local government. Income from 
partnerships and fee for service also increased by 50% 
from 2017. Additional funds have been secured through 
Lotterywest and will be realised in 2019-2020. These 
funds are for community arts projects with culturally and 
linguistically diverse communities, an area of expansion for 
CAN’s work.

To view the full Special Purpose Financial Audit 2018 go to 
www.canwa.com.au

UDHR 70th Anniversary Family Day, Yagan Square 2018. Photo Duncan Wright

FINANCIALS

FINANCIAL SUMMARY 2013 - 2018
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2018 
$

2017 
$

Currents Assets

Cash And Cash Equivalents 1,154,098 935,534

Trade And Other Receivables 2,038 3,075

Prepayments 3,094 2,604

Total Current Assets 1,159,230 941,213

Non-Current Assets

Property, Plant And Equipment 77,600 60,865

Total Non-Current Assets 77,600 60,865

Total Assets 1,236,830 1,002,078

Current Liabilities

Creditors And Borrowings             82,571 196,299

Provisions 99,254 82,239

Unexpended Grants 455,207 152,946

Grants Received In Advance 153,015 211,500

Total Current Liabilities 790,047 642,984

Non-Current Liabilities

Provisions 5,657 1,854

Total Non-Current Liabilities 5,657 1,854

Total Liabilities 795,704 644,838

Net Assets 441,126 357,240

Equity

Retained Earnings 357,240 270,208

Operating Profit 83,887 87,032

Total Equity 441,127 357,240

FINANCIALS

INCOME & EXPENDITURE

Statement of Financial Position 

as at 31 December 2018

Revenue from Ordinary Activities 2018 vs 2017

Expenses from Ordinary Activities 2018 vs 2017

 Corporate

 Art Productions

 Devolved Funding

 Fee for Service Income

 Other Income

 2018 2017

Total Revenue 1,173,390  1,351,444

 Administration Costs

 Insurance Costs

 Services

 Travel Costs

 Grants Devolved

  Project Management & Delivery

 Supplies & Utilities

 2018 2017 

Total Expenses 1,089,503 1,264,412

2017

2017

2018

2018
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ABC Radio Perth
Albany Heritage Reference Group
Albany Senior High School
Amity Health
Arts Front
Australian Short Story Festival
Brookman Primary School
Bunbury Regional Art Gallery
Camera Story
City of Albany
City of Canning
City of Gosnells
City of Perth
City of Stirling
City of Wanneroo
Commissioner for Children and Young People
CWA York
Denmark Arts - Denmark Festival of Voice
Diversity Arts Australia
Edmund Rice Centre WA
Follow the Dream program
Fremantle Arts Centre
Katanning Noongar Leadership Group
Kwilenap Maternal and Child Health Centre
Langford Aboriginal Association
Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority
Midland Junction Arts Centre

Moodjar Consulting
Multicultural Arts Victoria
Museum of Freedom and Tolerance
Museum of the Great Southern
Noongar Boodja Language Centre, Bunbury
Noongar Radio
Office of Multicultural Interests
Shire of York
Shire of Katanning
South Coast Natural Resource Management
South West Aboriginal Medical Service Bunbury
State Library of Western Australia
State Theatre Centre of WA
Tamworth Regional Gallery – Tamworth Textile Triennial
The Blue Room Theatre
The Westerly
Vancouver Arts Centre – City of Albany
WA Museum
Wadjak Northside Community Centre
Watercorp
Wesfarmers
Willagee Community Centre
Writing WA
York Community Resource Centre
York Festival
York Residency Museum
York Senior High School

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

CAN would like to acknowledge the artists, 
partners and communities who enthusiastically 
worked with us in 2018.
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“I am the woman I am 

because of my mother and her 

grandmother. I have a bit of each 

of those strong women in me.”

— Barbara Kickett

“Because of my nanas and mum, 

I walk with my head held high, 

proud of my skin.”

— Coral Kickett

Right: CAN Because of her, we can project, NAIDOC week, 

Yagan Square 2018
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